Welcome to The Career Network SPYglass, the quarterly newsletter for CNSPY. In this issue, we are excited to share news of the events to date in 2014 and provide a preview of upcoming events and projects. We also focus on Non-Profit Organizations as our “Career in Focus” for this issue. We answer many FAQs about non-profits and bring you an exclusive interview with Dr. Samantha J. Hutten, Associate Director for Research Programs at the Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Disease Research in New York City. Finally, the CNSPY has welcomed many new members to the board in recent months, and we take a moment here to introduce you to your new leadership team.

- Victoria Schulman
Editor-in-Chief, The Career Network SPYglass and CNSPY Blogger

With the new academic year, the CNSPY has welcomed many new members to the Executive Board and named a new President and Vice President who manage the daily interworkings that make the CNSPY so great.

President, Tenaya Vallery, Graduate Student

Vice President, Daniel Mori, Ph.D., Postdoctoral Fellow

**Former President, and Current CNSPY Strategy Consultant, Shalini Nag, Ph.D. (not pictured)

Executive Board Members
Claudia Bertuccio, Prabitha Natarajan, Yixiao Zou, and Deborah Ayeni

Business Team
Nanda Balasubramanian, Stefan Elrington, Jimi Miller, and Seongseop Kim

Communications Team
Elaine Guevara, Nikit Kumar, Victoria Schulman, and Shang-Min Zhang

Events Team
Sophie Dutheil, Ellie Hadjiyska Schmelzer, James Havey, Leo Ma, Sophia Espinoza Sanchez, and Nisheet Nautiyal

JOIN THE TEAM! Apply here or email us
Networking in Nature

New this year is a novel way of meeting potential network connections, brought to us by CNSPY Executive Board Members, Yixiao Zou and Prabitha Natarajan. Networking in Nature allows trainees and career mentors to mingle while hiking the beautiful trails of Connecticut!

Ragged Mountain, Berlin, CT with Dr. Imran Babar, Orbimed Advisors Private Equity Team

On Saturday, August 23rd, 2014, eight CNSPY members spent the afternoon hiking with Dr. Imran Babar, discussing how he successfully transitioned to a biotechnology equity research position after graduating from Yale with a PhD. Each participant had a one-on-one opportunity to ask questions while hiking, and later, Imran discussed his day-to-day work with the group over dinner at Mikro microbrewery in Hamden, CT after the hike.

Bluff Point Park, Groton, CT with Dr. Usha Pillai, Bioscience Management Consultant and Strategist, and Senior Consultant at Leading Women

On Saturday, September 13th, 2014, six members spent the afternoon with Dr. Usha Pillai. On the nature walk, she discussed her day-to-day work as a consultant and spoke about her previous experiences at Pfizer. She also mentioned her time in Ghana as a Global Health Fellow for the Mobilize Against Malaria Program. She gave out her contact information and offered to put CNSPY members in touch with other Yale Alumni who are working in Management Consulting. The afternoon concluded with a trip to the ice cream bar and short tour of Mystic, CT.

Small Group Discussions

Continuing this year, we’ve hosted a number of small group discussions with mentors from a wide variety of careers. These popular round-table discussions allow students and postdocs to ask questions in an informal setting and learn about different career choices.

Dr. Andrey Antov, Associate Director, Office of the COO, The Jackson Laboratory

On Tuesday, August 5th, 2014, new career mentor, Dr. Andrey Antov joined us to discuss the business administration side of science. He was part of the first class of the joint PhD-MBA program at Yale, having focused on Immunology and Strategic Marketing. His take-home messages were to take advantage of any opportunity to move laterally within a company, not just up, and to communicate efficiently when speaking with a potential network connection to maximize your time with them.

Dr. Dawn Scott, Manager of Recruiting, The Jackson Laboratory for Genomic Medicine

On Tuesday, September 9th, 2014, students and postdocs met with Dr. Dawn Scott over light snacks to discuss the recruiting and application process for roles in research, administration, and operations at The Jackson Laboratory. Dr. Scott had also previously served as a Senior Recruiter for Pfizer, Covidien (now Medtronic), CiDRA, and more. She offered advice on how to prepare cover letters and resumes, and she provided valuable advice on how to effectively use LinkedIn and Google News Alerts to learn about a company before you submit and an application.

Dr. Tiffany S. Patrick, Director, ARIAD Pharmaceuticals

On Tuesday, September 16th, 2014, Dr. Tiffany Patrick met with 25 members to discuss the different responsibilities of the Medical Affairs and Scientific Outreach Teams at ARIAD Pharmaceuticals. She also highlighted the career differences between Medical Affairs and Regulatory Affairs at pharmaceutical companies and offered to put students in touch with other career professionals in the industry. The late afternoon round-table discussion concluded with exchanges of contact information between Dr. Patrick and the CNSPY members.

COMING SOON! Look for details about the next small group discussion in the CNSPY Weekly Digest!
CNSPY Mixers

The main objective of the mixers is to bring together old and new members as well as prospective CNSPY members to share details of their career explorations with one another in a semi-formal atmosphere.

Summer Mixer at Kelly’s Pub, August 7th, 2014

This was our third mixer in 2014, organized by Deborah Ayeni, Claudia Bertuccio, and Leo Ma. The event was co-sponsored with the Post-doctoral Office, and about 50 graduate students and postdocs from various schools and programs were present. Many attendees found both the atmosphere and the structure conducive for networking. We thank Kelly’s Gastropub for providing us with delicious appetizers and drinks!

COMING SOON! Future Mixers

Due to the popularity of these events, we’re planning to host additional mixers coming soon. For our next mixer, we’re aiming to invite Yale alumni and former CNSPY members to further enhance the networking opportunities for our current and prospective members. Look for details about our next Mixer in the CNSPY Weekly Digest!

CDPG Program

This year, CNSPY continues to offer the Career Development Peer Group (CDPG) Program to its members. The CDPG Program is co-organized by CNSPY, WISAY, and OCS, and facilitates the discovery of participants’ interests, skills, and strengths through structured group discussions with the goal of identifying the best-fit careers for each participant. The program includes personal reflection, peer-guided question and answer responses, and many guest speakers to help students and postdocs learn about different career avenues in the context of their own personalities and interests. This guided introspective program was a great success last year and promises to be equally beneficial this year. Enrollment for this year’s CDPG Program closed in early October, but look for more opportunities to participate on the CDPG website.

CNSPY Annual Networking Event

Our third annual networking event was held on October 24th, 2014, bringing together over 100 students, postdocs, and career mentors. This event was graciously co-sponsored by the Yale Center for Scientific Teaching, the Graduate and Professional Student Senate, the Asian Network at Yale, and the Graduate Student Life @ McDougal Center. We thank them for their support!

The event featured our most popular CNSPY-organized function, the small group discussion. Numerous small group discussions occurred simultaneously, allowing students and postdocs to sit at multiple different tables and learn from many career mentors. Attendees were also welcomed to mingle and network during the unstructured portion of the evening after dinner was served.

Later in the evening, CNSPY President, Tenaya Vallery, addressed the attendees and gave a short presentation about the history, mission, and future goals of the CNSPY by highlighting our growth and many new initiatives coming to its members this year. The Asian Network at Yale also presented a short overview about their goals, mission, and ways to get involved.

CNSPY Blog

New this year, the CNSPY has started a weekly blog series entitled, “Networking: 102.” In this series, CNSPY Blogger, Victoria Schulman, will highlight many ways in which you can improve your networking skills by making minor adjustments to your approaches. Build upon the basic Networking: 101 skills and guidelines you learned early on by following and subscribing to the CNSPY blog. We also encourage you to join the discussion by leaving comments on your favorite posts in this interactive forum.

There are always new developments, opportunities, events, and programs hosted by CNSPY. Stay tuned by signing-up on our website, joining our LinkedIn group, or following us on Facebook or Twitter @cnspy.
Non-Profit Organizations

In this issue, the Career Network SPYglass presents answers to frequently asked questions about careers in Non-Profit work. We also interviewed Dr. Samantha J. Hutten (pictured), a Ph.D. graduate from the Albert Einstein College of Medicine who has successfully transitioned into a career in which she is applying her expertise in Neuroscience as she works to evaluate and manage grant applications as the Associate Director for Research Programs at the Michael J. Fox Foundation in New York City.

FAQs

What is a Non-Profit Organization?
Nonprofits are not-for-profit organizations that seek to fulfill a mission rather than generate revenue. Nonprofits come in all sizes and are usually overseen by a Board of Directors, consisting of a President or CEO, a few branch or division leaders, and major donors. Nonprofits are typically funded by a combination of donations and fundraising efforts.

Why switch?
For those who are passionate about a particular cause, switching to nonprofit work is a direct way to make a difference in the world, advocate for a charity of personal importance, and use their expertise to give back to the community. Unlike academia where the goal is to publish high-profile papers to earn academic respect and prestige, nonprofits celebrate the accomplishments of a team rather than an individual because advancing a cause is more important than personal accolades. If these values resonate with you, then nonprofit work may be a good job fit for you!

What positions are available in Non-Profit Organizations?
Nonprofits offer a wide range of job opportunities, including traditional benchwork, pharmaceutical drug discovery, biotechnology development, outreach program development, grant review, editing/publishing, and public speaking. The nonprofit sector provides the same jobs that other professions offer but with the added benefit of working towards a cause.

Where will you work?
Here are some examples of the diverse array of jobs offered from a variety nonprofits with different goals:

- Society for Science and the Public - serve as a Science Education Outreach Coordinator, which can help shape the next generation of Science Policy
- American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) - work as an editor and/or publisher for Science and the widely popular Science Careers publications and interactive career services platform
- SRI International - perform consulting-style research focused on designing innovative technologies and applying those findings to unconventional applications
- Institute for OneWorld Health - work on bench-style research to develop novel affordable pharmaceuticals to fight deadly diseases plaguing citizens in developing third world countries
- Multiple Sclerosis Society, Michael J. Fox Foundation, Autism Speaks, Muscular Dystrophy Association, and others - serve as the Science and Research Initiatives Spokesperson for the society or work on the Grants Management Team to review, award/decline, and manage academic research grants and grant awardees/PIs.

How to make the transition?
Identify the type of job that interests you and work to hone the skills you would need for that role. Second, identify a cause that you are passionate about and demonstrate that passion - volunteer at a fundraiser, attend conferences in that specialty, assist local charity efforts that closely align with the goals of your target organization and/or cause.

While you are at Yale
As nonprofit work comes in many forms, take advantage of the vast array of opportunities at Yale to develop skills necessary for a position that interests you. For those interested in the position held by our featured scientist for this issue's Career in Focus, participate in the editing and reviewing process for the Yale Journal of Biology and Medicine.
How did you get interested in Non-Profit work?

I didn’t specifically set out looking to work in nonprofits. In fact, I didn’t even know it was a career option for a PhD until I went to my first “What can you Be With a PhD” seminar (hosted by NYU every other year). I never really saw myself staying at the bench, and I knew I wanted to be doing something that I felt had a direct human impact. Working for a non-profit organization seemed appealing in that it gave me that patient connection and a broad perspective on what really impacts them. One thing about working in academia that is a pro and a con is the fact that we are all so specialized. We become experts in the science that falls within our niche, but sometimes the bigger picture gets lost amidst the details. Working at the Michael J. Fox Foundation (MJFF) has exposed me to such a broad variety of Parkinson’s disease research, and being able to draw connections between these very different areas of science is what makes it so engaging.

What is the structure of the MJFF organization?

Compared to other non-profits, MJFF is large, about 100 employees, but there are only 12 scientists. The structure of the organization is somewhat flat in the sense that, of the 12 scientists, many of us are Associate Directors or Directors, and then we are all overseen by two vice presidents of Research Programs (who have both been with the foundation for a long time). The vice presidents then report to the CEO, who actually started out in my position in the early 2000’s and is now the COO, which is so inspiring!! Amongst the scientists, we each have Priority Research areas that are headed by a senior PhD. I specifically work on our Biomarkers Team, but I also work closely with the Alpha-Synuclein Team.

Can you share your career path with us?

I got my B.A. in Neuroscience and Behavior from Vassar College in 2005, after which I worked at a small biotech company specializing in behavioral testing of mouse models of Huntington’s disease. It was during that time that I realized that in order to get ahead in that field (which is what I thought I wanted to do back then), I had to go back to school. I spent 5.5 years getting my PhD in Biomedical Sciences at Albert Einstein College of Medicine, where I worked in the laboratory of Dr. Ana Maria Cuervo. Ana’s lab specializes in autophagy (protein degradation in lysosomes), and my work was on autophagy deregulation in neurodegenerative diseases (particularly Parkinson’s). I defended in March of 2013 and stayed on until December as a post-doc in my lab. I applied for some biotech/pharma positions, but without doing a formal multi-year post-doc, I couldn’t find anything in those areas. I took a job as a Science Writer at the Healthcare Consultancy Group, where I worked on scientific content for drug companies and medical devices. I had applied for the Research Programs job at the Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s research before I took that job, so when they called me back, interviewed me, and offered me the job 5 months later, I was really excited to accept.

What does a typical day look like for you?

One of the best things about my job is that no two days are the same. There are a lot of meetings throughout the day, but these range from teleconferences with one of our grant awardees about the progress on his/her grant, a brainstorming session about the best new avenues for research on LRRK2 (an enzyme encoded by the PARK8 gene, which, when mutated, is associated with increased risk of developing Parkinson’s disease), an in-office meeting with representatives from the FDA, or a grant review of the rolling application proposals we received that week. We also have a lot of scientific support from our external advisors who are generally clinicians and researchers that can help us understand the patient perspective and the challenges faced by doctors treating patients. They come in for meetings several times throughout the year during which we determine our upcoming strategies and priority focus areas. We also solicit buy-in from our Patient Council, so those meetings are always really helpful to understand the patient perspective as well. Sometimes we even conference with researchers at other non-profit organizations like the Cure Huntington’s Disease Initiative (CHDI) or the Alzheimer’s Association. So, no two days are the same and all of them are extremely interesting and provide great opportunities to learn.

What type of background work - reading, conferences, etc - is necessary for your job?

We all have a portfolio of grants that we manage, so when I first started, I did a lot of reading on Pubmed about Parkinson’s Disease (PD) biomarkers, since that was going to be my area of focus. I always worked heavily on assay development, so I did a lot of research on ELISAs and different ways to measure alpha-synuclein in blood, cerebrospinal fluid, etc., since this wasn’t something I had worked on in the past. Before I took over the ongoing grants in my portfolio, I would research each of those individual project proposals and read the papers that that lab had previously published. I do the same thing whenever I start managing a new awardee. Likewise, I have my Pubmed alerts set up to capture what’s going on in the PD field, and even the Alzheimer’s field since they are ahead of us in a lot of ways in terms of biomarker development, clinical trial recruitment, etc. We also always send some scientists to the big PD conferences, and even to general biomarker conferences. Additionally, we sometimes do lab visits as well if we’re in the area for an event.
What are the pros and cons of working with grant awardees?

It keeps you on your toes scientifically! Even though I’m not doing lab work, I need to know what’s going on in the world of PD research, whether that’s basic biology, mouse model work, or clinical trials. Also, the calls to a first-time awardee telling them that they’re going to receive funding are the best because they’re usually younger and incredibly excited/grateful. Those calls make my day!

On the other hand, it’s hard to have those difficult calls with a researcher who hasn’t met their milestones. All of our awards are milestone-driven, so we set goals for our awardees that are attached to a portion of their monetary award. If they don’t meet their milestones (set up over the months of their award), we don’t release the next payment until they do. We understand that science doesn’t always work out the way we expect in our desired timeframes, but at the same time, we want to be mindful of how we spend our money, and we’re accountable to our donors, so we want to make sure we’re spending the money in the best and most efficient way possible.

Is there an opportunity for career growth at MJFF?

I definitely think there is, judging by the fact that the CEO started in my position and worked his way up! The Foundation is extremely organized, and there are a lot of opportunities to go to “Brown Bag” (bring your own lunch) seminars to learn about other aspects of the foundation (development, fundraising, etc). Based on these learning opportunities, it seems as though they are very interested in developing talent within the organization itself, and they certainly encourage me to go to any meeting or seminar that interests me even if I’m not directly involved in that area of research. It’s a very stark contrast to other types of jobs where you have to bill your hours, for example, and every hour you’re not billing is time you’re not being ‘profitable’ to your company. At MJFF, they want me to put in the time early on to learn about the organization and grow within it, which makes me feel like they really value me and want me to stick around (which is awesome!).

Can you describe the application/interview process?

I had been watching for a position at MJFF on LinkedIn, and I even contacted the two Vice Presidents of Research through that mechanism to inquire about jobs, but at that point they weren’t looking for a new scientist. Then, when I saw something posted on LinkedIn for this job opening, I filled out the online application right away. I didn’t hear from them for a long time, but then they called me to set up a phone interview. After another month or so, they brought me in for an in-person interview. I had previously interviewed at CHDI (the Huntington’s non-profit), and that interview was really intense because I gave my thesis talk and then met one-on-one with people for a whole day (9-5). In contrast, MJFF was really laid back. They asked me the usual types of interview questions about my thesis work and why I wanted to work with them, but it didn’t feel so much like they were grilling me/testing me - it was more as if they really wanted to find the right fit. I heard from them again about a month later when they called and offered me the job, which I accepted on the spot. Then I started 2.5 weeks later.

What did you highlight on your CV/Resume?

Because MJFF works with the biotech company that I used to work at and had previously funded my thesis project/PI, I was in the unique position of having already been on both sides of the MJFF experience. I knew what it was like to be an awardee, and I also knew what it was like to work with them as a biotech partner. In addition to these experiences, I also highlighted my publications, my academic track record, and my passion for helping people. I think they could tell by meeting me that I was really excited about the prospect of working there, which definitely helped. I also highlighted my ability to present well and interact with people because these skills are critical at a job like this.

Any last advice for those thinking about following a similar career track?

It’s never too early to contact someone on LinkedIn, even if there isn’t an open position at your target company. I upgraded to LinkedIn Premium, which allows you to send in-mail to people you aren’t connected with. This is helpful if you’re trying to connect with someone at a specific company. Just establishing a connection can really help because they know you’re interested in working for them long before the job is posted. I would always attach my resume but kept the in-mail itself brief - why I wanted to work there and a few key highlights from my resume, that’s it. Also, networking is key. I went to a bunch of career fairs, called friends of friends, whatever I could. Finally, if you do want to transition to non-profit work, keep in mind that the salary isn’t going to be as high as it might be in biotech or pharma, but it’s so rewarding. There isn’t a day that goes by that I ever wonder how what I’m doing might impact a patient someday. I never imagined being this happy to wake up every day and go to work!